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Subsurface Underground Engineering Process Final Exam
1. All of the following are subsurface utility engineering responsibilities except:
a. Utility mapping and coordination at appropriate quality levels.
b. Utility relocation, design, coordination, assessment and cost estimates.
c. Communication of utility data and implementation of policies.
d. Utility governance and resource delivery.
2. During the 90’s, FHWA heavily promoted the use of SUE and the associated:
a. Utility best practices.
b. Methods of excavation.
c. Quality levels of utility data.
d. SUE professional development.
3. The experts and specialized professionals that come together for a cross-sectional
approach would include all the following except:
a. Surveyors, drafters, geotechnical engineers.
b. Utility owners and resource planners.
c. Civil engineers and right-of-way managers.
d. Geophysicists, geodesists, geologists and GIS professionals.
4. The Four Quality Levels A-D were established in the 90s to signify all the following
methods expect:
a. QL-A: Records, surveys, geophysical techniques and excavation (precise H & V
position and type, size, material and condition).
b. QL-B: Records and added surveyed utility features and surface geophysical
techniques to determine existence of horizontal position of utilities.
c. QL-C: Records and added surveyed utility features.
d. QL-D: Records, minimally intrusive excavation, interviewing, estimation.
5. Core concepts of SUE are:
a. Conflict Analysis, Data Management, designating, locating.
b. Conflict Analysis, Data Distribution, exacting, measuring.
c. Site Analysis, Data Analysis, designating, locating.
d. Site Analysis, Data Analysis, exacting, measuring, defining.
6. What is a One-Call notification center?
a. The project stakeholders and everyone that will be impacted.
b. An entity that administers a system through which a person can notify utility
owners and operators of proposed excavations.

c. The center that holds all utility records that you must visit at the city center of
town.
d. A records management system that exists on the cloud and is only accessed by
licensed professionals.
7. Examples of the risks SUE manages and prevents are all the following except?
a. Damage to utilities and project delays.
b. Safety of workers and public.
c. Change orders and redesign costs.
d. Professional resignation and lack of project support.
8. In SUE, the engineer is supposed to:
a. Advise the project owner and review data.
b. Run the project on their own and perform all duties.
c. Approve every component of the project.
d. Deliver final output in CAD format.
9. Traditional methods of SUE include:
a. Existing records, research, GPR, Excavation. Surveys of roadways nearby.
b. Talking to residents, minimal excavation, geomatic research, surveying the entire
section of the site.
c. Records research and field survey of surface features: Valves, hand boxes,
meters, manholes, hydrants; 811 marks.
d. Specialized measurement equipment that has advanced further in today’s age.
10. SUE deliverables will be in accordance with ASCE code 38-02: The depiction of
Subsurface Utilities. The code is very important and must be adhered to because:
a. It specifies how underground utilities must be depicted on professional
engineering drawings (along with associated quality levels).
b. It specifies how underground utilities will be measured and what professionals
can oversee this.
c. It specifies what governmental agencies are involved in SUE and how they
approve projects.
d. It specifies how engineers will communicate with surveyors to produce the work
required for SUE and all its components.
11. By accurately determining the location of underground assets as early as possible; SUE
significantly reduces the various types and layers of:
a. Management disputes.
b. Construction problems.
c. Public Safety concerns.
d. Measurement specifications.

12. Technologies for investigation of underground utilities can be classified into all the
categories except:
a. Methods Based on Electromagnetic (EM) Waves.
b. Mechanical Waves-Based Methods.
c. Other Methods like resistivity methods, magnetic methods, micro gravitational
methods, and chemical methods.
d. Non-localized alternative radar methods.
13. ASCE and the Construction Institute (CI) sought to provide a national standard for SUE
in order to reduce ______ and create ________:
a. The cost of construction; accurate total project cost projections.
b. Potential liability; standardized guidelines for operating when dealing with
underground utilities.
c. Risks; communication systems for project and resource owners.
d. Costs; a sequential system for service delivery.
14. In addition, the ASCE 38-02 document references other official documents and formal
procedures such as:
a. ASCE 12, 13, and 14; ASCE MOP 45; AASHTO GAU.
b. ASCE 15, 19, 23; ASCE DOT 40; ASHO GP.
c. ASCE 21, 27, 29; ASCE 95-46; ASHTO GA
d. ASCE 5, 7; ASCE VER 99; AASHTO GDP.
15. Every project will have an Acceptable Risk and expertise is necessary to determine this.
Professionals must know the acceptable risk before starting their project. What is
Acceptable Risk?
a. The minimum amount of effort or work-force output put forth to keep everyone
safe.
b. The minimum amount of risk that can be reasonably given away (mitigated) or
legally insured.
c. The minimum amount of risk that a SUE practitioner can have in their project.
d. The minimum amount of risk that can be reasonably and safely planned for and
understood to ensure manageable project execution.
16. The primary value of SUE is in its ability to:
a. Prevent service interruptions, minimize budget contingencies and enhanced
construction safety.
b. Prevent unfair business practices, maintain open market share and improve
competition in the market.
c. Guarantee service delivery, reduce costs and simplify the construction process.
d. Outline the work managers want carried out, prevent confusion and maximize the
profit of projects.

17. If subsurface utilities are left unfound and are unaddressed until time of construction, the
cost-conflict resolution ____________ and the potential of ___________ will be
__________.
a. Increase in complexity; damages; higher.
b. Be eliminated; success; increased.
c. Stay the same; stability; enhanced.
d. Increase in complexity; success; deferred.
18. How many U.S. states have officially implemented any form SUE program in their
requirements for highway construction project to-date?
a. Nine.
b. Twenty-Seven.
c. Thirteen.
d. Twenty.
19. In Colorado, the system is managed by the operators and owners of the utilities it
provides service requests for; also known as:
a. The club.
b. The group.
c. ‘the association’.
d. The owners.
20. A SUE survey is required at the expense and by duty of the:
a. The excavator.
b. The Surveyor.
c. The Owner.
d. Project Sponsor.

Course Description:
This course was created to introduce the Surveyor to the Subsurface Utility Engineering process. The
Surveyor will gain knowledge of SUE benefits throughout the project and will be introduced to the
different quality levels associated. After completion, the Surveyor should have a fundamental
knowledge of the overall SUE process.
Course Objectives:
1. Familiarize yourself with the history, development and rationale of Subsurface Underground
Engineering.
2. Know the difference between traditional methods like SUE and SUL and when each should be
used.
3. Understand the specific technology that allows professionals to carry out the SUE process and
how it's different from other Survey equipment.
4. Be aware of the legislation changes present and to come and how this will affect the Survey field
as well as the importance of SUE.

Introduction
Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) has experienced significant evolutionary advancements
over recent years. This is primarily due to the increased usage of SUE from utility companies, highway
design consultants, State Transportation Departments (DOTs), and local highway agencies. SUE was
overlooked to a grave detriment at one time, but now it’s become more universally required. This
industry has gained significant headway and increased the safety of workers in various industries.
SUE refers to the branch of engineering that incorporates the risk management responsibilities
for “utility mapping at appropriate quality levels, utility coordination, utility relocation design and
coordination, utility condition assessment, communication of utility data to concerned parties, utility
relocation cost estimates, implementation of utility accommodation policies, and utility design.” (1) A
subsurface engineer has the appropriate education, experience, and supportive qualifications to
practice the discipline. There are several methods that can be utilized for related purposes of identifying
properties and the structure within and of the earth. These surface geophysical methods include
variants of electromagnetic, gravitational, chemical elastic waves, and magnetic energies.

During the last several decades, there has been a significant evolution in the engineering process known
as Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE). State transportation departments (DOTs), municipal highway
agencies, utility corporations, and highway design consultancies have been the primary users of the
comprehensive technology in recent years. Civil engineering, surveying, and geophysics are all included
in the SUE process. There are various technologies used, including vacuum excavation and surface
geophysics, to complete the project. In several jurisdictions, the usage of this material has become a
standard requirement for highway construction projects.

Underground utility mapping can be traced back to the late 19th century; during this time, the
construction of the nation’s first subway system in Boston was underway. The teams working on the
project relied on extremely limited city utility records. Very quickly, the Boston subway designers
understood that the lack of accurate underground plans and records posed a gigantic risk to the wellbeing and outcome of the project.
To combat the massive confusion and uncertainty of the underground site conditions, the
subway transit design group partnered with various survey teams in an attempt to accurately map the
underground area and associated utilities. There wasn’t reliable technology to fall back on, which caused
survey teams to rely on more-involved, time-consuming, and complicated methods. These methods
included hand excavations/digging and steam-powered earth moving equipment (inclines) for exposing
underground utilities and other openings or corridors like coal chutes, tombs, basements, and water
reservoirs. There were very few advancements made during the 20th century until the final few
decades. (2)
The efforts of modern-day Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) endeavors began in the 1980’s
when the need to enhance mapping of facilities underground as well as the standardization of related
methods became a necessity. At this time, there existed a widespread (some would say universal)
problem in the construction and design industries pertaining to how useful the utility maps available
were. There was great mistrust in the consistency and accuracy of the maps available. This was partially
due to a lack of regulation in underground mapping requirements and a lack of understanding of how to
perform the necessary execution of acquiring information about the underground. It was common
practice to design and commence projects without any consideration of existing utilities while then
having to deal with them at very inconvenient times during the project. Nobody was putting much
thought into the collection, recording, and management of the data either, so there wasn’t a standard
process or repository for attaining or holding the information.
When SUE began in the ’80s, the traditional methods were not working well in an obvious
fashion. Professionals in the field started to note that using the two relatively new technologies,
air/vacuum excavation and surface geophysics, in combination to gather data on exact locations of
subsurface utilities could be an answer to their problem. It was known that exposing subsurface utilities
before beginning any excavation was necessary; doing it properly was another problem. The only way
anyone knew how to expose subsurface utilities was by digging a large trench with a backhoe. Even
though this method was utilized, many known and unknown utilities were still damaged. This resulted in
additional costs and liabilities of damaged property, injury to persons, and at worst, death. The more
progressive parties in the SUE space had a growing interest in another method, vacuum excavation, to
expose utilities more safely. (2)
Still, vacuum excavation alone would not solve all the problems encountered. Many providers,
as well as users of SUE, saw very clearly that it would be challenging to find underground utilities while
relying solely on one technology. Because the records made available by utility companies were quite
incomplete and inaccurate, the introduction of geophysical equipment aided in determining more
precise horizontal locations of underground/subsurface utilities.

In 1981, So-Deep Inc. began to dig A/V test holes as an early advancement to modern SUE. A
few years later, Jim Anspach added geophysics into consideration of SUE to influence more of a crossdisciplinary approach to the field. In the mid-’80s, the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)
achieved successful outcomes using SUE. This was the first statewide contract that successfully executed
SUE in its developing form. At the end of the decade, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
officially named SUE at the annual National Highway Utility Conference. Then six years later, FHWA
developed the SUE handbook as the standard reference for the field and began promoting SUE.
During the 90s’s, FHWA heavily promoted the use of SUE. The associated “quality level”
outcomes were established: D -records only, C- added surveyed utility features, B - they included surface
geophysical techniques to determine the existence of horizontal position of utilities, and A - excavation
was added to determine the precise H & V position and type, size, material and condition of the
underground utilities as well as structures. At the end of the decade and into the next, Purdue University
conducted and published a study that demonstrated how $4.62 was saved in avoided costs for every
dollar spent on SUE activities. (3) At the same time, FHWA helped fund the development of the National
Standard that was officially published in the early 2000s.
Surveyors themselves did not realize that there was much more to subsurface utility engineering
beyond locating maintenance holes and connecting the dots to each of them. The biggest problem was
that no system or formal process could categorize the work necessary to be thorough or exact.
Designers, engineers and related professionals had no idea if what was given to them in terms of “utility
maps” was from formal investigation and due diligence or minimal effort and a less-reliable approach.
Some of these maps also failed to include horizontal and vertical datum information.
Finally, in 2002, the American Society of Civil Engineers’ Construction Institute took the initiative
to publish a new set of standards related to SUE. The Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of
Existing Subsurface Utility Data was established as the CI/ASCE 38-02 to provide the clarity and
standardization professionals required to perform SUE work correctly. Since establishing CI/ASCE 38-02,

several other countries have followed suit and created a similar standard for related purposes. By 2018,
thirty-eight State DOTs have adopted parts of SUE and Universal Engineering Sciences (UES).

Slowly, through an ongoing discussion among the various procures and persons practicing SUE,
the formation and definition of who would be qualified to provide the service is taking place. To have a
thoroughly and adequately planned underground mapping and utility program, many experts and allied
professionals must come together for a cross-sectional approach that would include the likes of:
Surveyors, Civil Engineers, Right-of-Way Managers, Drafters, Geologists, Utility Engineers, Geotechnical
Engineers, Geophysicists, Geodesists and GIS professionals. Everyone included would need to provide
their individual expertise and combine efforts to create the necessary output to serve the growing SUE
demands.
The Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. (FHA) will tell you that the leading cause of
delays on construction projects is underground utilities. As critical as this portion of surveying is, it is still
often overlooked. Over the past 30 years, SUE has aided and enhanced AEC industries (architecture,
engineering, and construction) tremendously and allowed for critical work to be completed. Without
SUE, much of our present-day infrastructure would not be possible. SUE also provides significant cost
savings to projects. A Penn State study discovered that every dollar of capital put into the SUE process
brings a return of $22.21.(4) Our underground assets are vital and must be looked after such a
supportive infrastructure can remain, and disturbances in daily life do not occur.
Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) has pushed the related industries forward and allowed for
continued and rapid advancement but also confusion and disagreement. For owners, designers,
architects, engineers, geophysicists, geologists, surveyors, and anyone else involved, the planning
phases are now far more significant in complexity, all things considered. The name “engineering” is
cause for some of the confusion because it implies that the work performed under this category is
limited or specific to engineers when much of the work pertains to surveyors and other types of

professions. In fact, some groups and organizations are interested in changing the terminology to
“subsurface utility mapping” to be more encompassing and better categorize the work type.
Recent decades have had significant evolutions since industries and personnel have begun to
prioritize SUE. It is essential for major highway projects in various states of the U.S. while also becoming
a routine requirement in most instances. More study, investment and emphasis have been placed on
SUE, which will continue to make the field more lucrative to qualified professionals and companies.

SUE benefits everyone, from the project sponsors, owners, highway agencies and utilities. By
employing SUE, unnecessary utility relocations are avoided. By having accurate utility information when
necessary, highway designers can plan adequately and design around many everyday conflicts. This
allows for a reduction in cost for frequent relocations and delays that result from waiting for utility work
to be completed prior to commencing highway projects. Many unexpected conflicts and issues can be
eliminated once the exact locations of utilities are available and accessible on the plans and to all parties
involved.
Additionally, both construction delays (damaged caused by unidentified utility lines) and
redesign delays (when using the original design isn’t possible because of utility conflicts) are reduced.
We also see a reduction in construction claims that would normally result from unforeseen encounters
with unidentified utilities. Most importantly, a high degree of safety for everyone is possible. By
reducing the probability of damage to utilities, in turn: damage to property and personnel as well as
exposure to hazardous materials or pollutants is also reduced. (5)
Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) is a proven process that incorporates new and existing
technologies to accurately map underground utilities during the development of future construction
projects. It encompasses several separate activities, including designating, locating, surveying and
mapping, all of which are performed under a professional program of data management. The essence of
SUE is simple. Before an engineer designs a project involving excavation, the engineer should know what
structures and conditions are beneath the earth and where they are in three dimensions. Such
structures are usually utilities but may include underground storage tanks, septic fields and other things.
(5)

Before the development of SUE, the standard methods to identify underground structures were
inefficient, risky and costly.
Today, because of the availability of SUE, both horizontal and vertical locations are available
quickly, accurately and inexpensively. Engineers and professionals in related fields state that SUE is the
answer to many utility problems.
SUE involves the collection of underground utility data and the use of that data by the right
parties at the right time. The major components of designating, locating, surveying, mapping and data
management can be defined in terms of quality levels of information. These quality levels can be
thought of as degrees of risk or how much information is really needed before planning, designing and
constructing a project.
There are four quality levels within the system that determine risk, readiness and understanding
of a particular area underground. Quality level D is the most basic and the least desirable level of data. It
comes solely from available utility owners’ information. It has application for planning purposes such as
selecting routes and estimating utility. Even though quality level D information may provide an overall
feel for the congestion of utilities, it’s highly limited in terms of comprehensiveness and accuracy for
design purposes.
In New England, agencies and professionals have used quality level D since 1988 in the planning
phase of their projects. This is usually adequate for route selection, but this level of data is not adequate
for design purposes. Historically, quality level C was probably the most used level of information for
design purposes. It involves supplementing quality level D information with an above-ground survey of
visible utility features such as maintenance holes or valve boxes. But utility records and topside survey
data are just not enough to provide an accurate picture of where subsurface utilities are located.
Professional studies have shown a fifteen to thirty percent error or omission rate with this approach. So
quality level C should rarely be used for design purposes when underground utilities are present.

Quality level B is the first level where subsurface utility data departs from traditional practices. It
involves supplementing quality level D information with surveying and mapping. Designating the use of
surface geophysical prospecting and remote sensing technologies to determine the existence of
underground utilities in plain view. The use of this information allows decisions to be made during the
preliminary design phase of a project on where to place storm drainage systems, footers, foundations
and other design features to avoid conflicts with existing utilities.
Slight adjustments in the design can produce substantial cost savings and increase safety by
eliminating utility relocations and moving excavation work away from existing utilities. Quality level B
data is invaluable in designing our construction input; it also provides quick access to data during an
emergency. Quality level A information is the highest level of accuracy currently available. It involves
adding locating to the quality level B information. Locating typically involves the exposing of buried
utilities. How a state or municipal public works agency engages, a subsurface utility engineer may be as
important as whether they engage one at all because inaccurate subsurface utility data is probably more
dangerous and inefficient than none. (5)
The importance of SUE comes from the fact that the footprint of new construction, repair, or
remediation often conflicts with existing infrastructure. If you have been in the field or worked on
related underground projects, you have often observed this. Hidden or buried infrastructure is often
detected in the construction phase. The subsequent cost of conflict resolution and potential for
catastrophic damages are highest at this stage (construction). We must consider how the entire
construction machinery is there as well as support personnel - all geared up and ready, then suddenly
we are made aware that there are underground utilities that must be taken care of before we proceed.
Everything comes to a screeching halt, and this may be the first of many occurrences.

In terms of catastrophic damages, there have been many cases where something is hit or run
into underground during excavation, which results in major losses to the project and stakeholders.
Inaccurate, incomplete, and outdated information on existing utilities reduces the engineer’s, owner’s,
and contractor’s ability to make informed decisions and support risk management decisions regarding
the project’s impact on existing utilities. Ultimately, if proper SUE hasn’t been performed, we take major
risks with our eyes closed when relying on such limited information.

Certain specifics are important to know when you talk about Subsurface Utility Engineering:
Conflict Analysis: The engineering process of using a conflict matrix to evaluate and compare depicted
designating information with proposed plans (highway, bridge, drainage and others) to inform all
stakeholders of potential conflicts, potential resolutions, and costs to cure.
Data Management: The process of surveying, designating and locating information to project control
and transferring it into the client’s CAD system, GIS files, or project plans.
Designating: Geophysics for presence and approximate position. The process of using a surface
geophysical method or methods to interpret the presence of a subsurface utility and to mark its
approximate horizontal position (its designation) on the ground surface. (Note: Utility owners and
contractors sometimes call this process “locating.”)
Engineer: The individual or firm providing engineering and design-related services as a party to the
contract. The engineer produces the instruments of service or manages the instruments of service of the
sub-consultants.

Locating: The process of exposing and recording the precise vertical and horizontal location of a utility.
Minimally intrusive excavation: Vacuum extraction, water-jet, or careful hand-tool usage.
One-call notification center: An entity that administers a system through which a person can notify
utility owners and operators of proposed excavations. Typically, the one-call center notifies utility
owners that they may send records to the designer or designate and mark on the ground surface the
existing indications of some or all the utilities that may be present.
One-call statute: A local or state requirement that an excavator or designer of excavation call a central
number to notify some or all existing utility owners of that planned excavation.
Scope of Work: The process of developing a written project-specific work plan package that consists of
the scope of work, levels of service vs. risk allocation, project schedule and desired project delivery
method. This SUE work plan package is agreed upon by the SUE provider and the client, describing the
SUE work to be performed.
Subsurface Utility Engineer: A person who, by education and experience, is qualified to practice
subsurface utility engineering.
Subsurface utility engineering (SUE): A branch of engineering practice that involves managing certain
risks associated with utility mapping at appropriate quality levels, utility coordination, utility relocation
design and coordination, utility condition assessment, communication of utility data to concerned
parties, utility relocation cost estimates, implementation of utility accommodation policies and utility
design.
Subsurface Geophysical Method: Any number of methods designed to utilize and interpret ambient or
applied energy fields to identify properties of and structure within the earth. Such methods typically
include variants of electromagnetic, magnetic, elastic wave, gravitational and chemical energies. The
available equipment and methods vary in effectiveness based on geology, backfill type and
homogeneity, utility material type, method of joining utility segments, utility condition, depth, soil
moisture, other nearby buried objects, ground surface type and smoothness, ambient noise, ambient
temperature, surface conditions, stray and/or interfering energy fields and equipment manufacturer’s
biases.
Survey datum: The points of reference used by the project owner and engineer to define a specific
geographic location in three-dimensional space.
Test hole: The excavation made to determine, measure, and record the presence of a utility structure.

Utility: A privately, publicly, or cooperatively owned line, facility, or system for producing, transmitting,
or distributing communications, cable television, power, electricity, light, heat, gas, oil, crude products,
water, steam, waste, or any other similar commodity, including any fire or police signal system or street
lighting system.
Utility accommodation policy: A policy for accommodating utility facilities on the project. This policy
includes, but is not limited to, establishing the horizontal and vertical location requirements and
clearances for the various types of utilities; referencing applicable provisions of government or industry
codes required by law or regulation; providing standards, specifications, detailed procedures, criteria,
and methods of installation; providing requirements for the preservation and restoration of project
facilities; setting forth limitations on the utility's activities within the project area; and establishing
measures necessary to protect traffic, workers and the general public during and after the installation of
utility facilities.
Utility attribute: A distinctive documented characteristic of a utility that may include but is not limited
to elevation, horizontal position, configurations of multiple non-encased pipes or cables, shape, size,
material type, condition, age, quality level and date of measurement.
Utility Depiction: A visual image of existing utility information using a computer-aided design and
drafting system or project plan sheets.
Utility Quality Level: Professional opinion of quality and reliability of utility information. This is the
backbone of the entire SUE process. Such reliability is determined by the means and methods of the

professional. Each of the four existing utility data quality levels is established by different data collection
and interpretation methods. These guidelines have been designed and issued by ASCE as the standard
guideline for the collection and depiction of existing subsurface utility data.
Quality Level D- Information gathered solely from existing utility records.
Quality Level C- Involves surveying visible, above-ground utility facilities and correlating this
information with existing utility records.
Quality Level B- Uses surface geophysical techniques to determine the existence and horizontal
position of underground utilities - Geophysical Surveys.
Quality Level A- Employs nondestructive digging equipment at critical points to determine the
precise horizontal and vertical position, as well as the size and type of underground utilities.
Utility Relocation Policy: A policy (typically of the project owner or utility owner) for the relocation of
utility facilities required by the project. This policy includes, but is not limited to, establishing provisions
for compensating utility owners; for removing and reinstalling utility facilities; for acquiring or
permitting necessary rights-of-way at the new location; for moving, rearranging, or changing the type of
existing facilities; and for taking necessary protective measures.
Utility Search: The search for a specific or unknown utility or utilities using a level of effort in
accordance with the specified quality level within a defined area.
Utility Trace: Using surface geophysical methods to image and track a particular utility.
Definitions above produced from sources: (1), (5).

Traditional Versus Non-traditional Methods
In its improved form, SUE is basically the new technologies for solutions that incorporate and
include geophysics, surveying techniques, CAD & GIS, and minimally intrusive excavation, which are
necessary to complete the SUE process accurately. There is a convergence and systematic use of this
data attained through the data collection and SUE process. SUE establishes a credible nomenclature
system to fix attributes to utility information to denote the quality.
When we consider the maps that may generally come to us from any authority, they will show a
utility in varying manners. For example, older archived maps can be simple ammonia prints that show
utilities by a sketch pen in red, green, or brown. Sometimes, these same maps are digitized - this is
where a problem can begin. While the map was in its original format, no one was confusing the map
from a “general idea” of where things are, as an exact position located. Everyone who used the map in
the original format knew it was just a schematic showing that a utility may be present in the illustrated
area. Then, when we digitize the map and put it into a CAD output and give this to a data user, they may

think that the map has been prepared based on some actual input data. Many of the available maps
given out today that supposedly reflect current utility data are not based on anything but
generalizations or best guesses. SUE tells us the quality of existing and available maps and how much
we can rely on the information provided.
Through proper process and procedure, we are provided a nomenclature system of which any
map generated by the process of SUE will tell us the level of confidence you can have in different utilities
that have been denoted and depicted. The standard underlies SUE deals with how information can be
obtained, what technologies are available to get that information and how the data can be conveyed to
the users. The intent of the entire process is to reduce risk by improving the reliability of the information
on existing subsurface utilities in a defined manner.
Traditional Methods of SUE include: records research - looking up what someone may have
found or established in the past. Field survey of surface features such as valves, hand boxes, meters,
maintenance holes, and hydrants. It is also common to request or find locates from One Call marks.
Utility Map users may also try to fit record information to surface evidence and marks.
Where do we run into problems? Subsurface utilities are underground and completely covered
up, making it difficult to know for sure what’s beneath until you open the ground or have more
reliability in the methods of investigation. One Call markets are not necessarily reliable or accurate.
Utility records are also so-so in quality and not always available either because of Homeland Security,
privacy concerns or never drawn. Even if maintained or found, utility records are not always reliable
because they’re not as-builts and require more detail and definition; the surrounding areas conditions
may have changed.
What are the results when we don’t have reliable or accurate information? This can cause
incomplete or inaccurate data models, poorly informed designs, designs that cannot be executed or
constructed as planned, construction delays, re-designs and change orders. The following can also result
in cost increases, back charges, lawsuits, damages, insurance claims, increased operating costs, loss of
profits, client confidence or the client itself.
In this section, we will learn more about traditional and newer methods of SUE and build upon
them to achieve project success. Traditional methods include records research field surveys of surface
features, including valves, hand boxes, meters, maintenance holes, and hydrants. One Call - 811 marks if
found in field fit record information to surface evidence and marks disclaimer.

Why should we use SUE?
Because we don’t know where most utilities are, there could be a variety on any given project.
There are layers and layers of utilities once we break into the surface below, and the problem is they are
not always organized well or centered in an easement. Often, existing records are inaccurate and
incomplete, and the risk becomes extremely difficult to manage. Some of the risks SUE manages and
prevents are project delays, damage to utilities, the safety of workers, the safety of the public, redesign
costs, change orders, and bad publicity or sabotaged reputation. Unless we attain good data on the
associated underground utilities, these risks are difficult to manage.
How does SUE work?
SUE doesn’t follow a particular set pattern. Instead, it’s tailored to each project, and we use the
quality levels to determine to what degree we can manage the risks of a specific project. This involves
systematically identifying the quality of utility information needed to design a project and acquiring and
managing that available and attained information level. There is no set sequence of operation;
guidelines follow an increasing order of accuracy that signifies higher and higher quality levels based on
the ASCE standard guide. Those executing SUE have the flexibility of making modifications to the process
depending on where you’re working and the project’s requirements. This results in a tailored approach
while following the guidance of a best practice.
An important note is that you don’t need to go to Quality Level A (highest degree) for every
single project or every stage of a project. For example, in a pre-feasibility study, Quality Level D and C
can give you enough information for this project phase. But if you are going into construction and you
do not go all the way up to Quality Level A, you’ll be inviting in significant trouble to your project. Cost
and Risk associated are directly correlated to one another. The higher the quality level we go to, the
more risk reduction we achieve.

We need a thorough understanding of the project before determining how to structure SUE and
to what quality level to go to. Depending on the nature of the investigation, we may employ one of two
methods. It is essential to know the difference between the two methods: SUE and SUL - this will come
into play based on the project and its requirements. SUE is what has been previously introduced for
larger, more complex works in the public domain. While Subsurface Utility Locating (SUL) is often on
private property and focuses more on marking than mapping. (9)
SUE and SUL aim to locate and map utilities, but they have some key differences. Damage
prevention and public safety are of primary concern for SUL, better known as private one-call locating.
This is most valuable when construction has already commenced and locators are on an active site. The
focus of SUL is making marks for locations of utilities on the site, so the public and staff employed by the
site are aware of hazard potential. It is common to see various colors of paint and flags to signify
different utilities and danger and provide accompanying job site photos and sketches made in the field.
(9)

Prior to commencing construction, the most powerful tool a site has is SUE. SUE is especially
important for the design phase of construction. The capabilities of SUE are classifying quality levels of
prior conditions and potential hidden underground utilities - these inputs are collected and used to
make a functional utility map. SUE can also develop a new utility layout design and relocate utilities
when necessary.
SUE and SUL have some overlap and result in similar outcomes. For example, both will include
finding underground cables and pipes using electromagnetic locating equipment or ground-penetrating
radar. The use of paint and flagging will occur for the SUE and SUL services. Still, terminology separates
the two methods, although the difference is not necessarily within procedures or processes nor in the
data to be collected. The key difference to note is in the deliverable to be received. The central question
when deciding what method to employ and when is in the intent of the collected data and what it’s
being used for as well how it needs to be depicted for the client’s needs.

The finding of underground utilities may appear simple when a request is seen on paper but, the
work to be carried out can require more than meets the eye. In order to perform the required, it takes
specialization, best practices, and prior experience; otherwise, the result may not be desirable or useful.
For example, by applying Electromagnetic Frequency (EF) to the conductive material of the targeted
utility, a conductive utility can be located. Then, the magnetic field generated can be detected with a
receiver programmed to the same frequency. In the case of non-conductive utilities, there must be an
installation at the locate line of a traceable (possibly conductive) material for this same method of
electromagnetic detection. The material can be more temporary (metallic tape or duct rodder) or
durable (aluminum tape, tracer wire). Once it’s established that there isn’t a way of locating the line
with electromagnetic equipment, professionals will defer to GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar).
When designating the line on the ground, in SUE and SUL, there is no difference or change. They
both can and will find the same utilities with similar effort and time. The key difference to note is the
final deliverable provided to the end-user. So, how do we know when to use one over the other?
When companies are more interested in seeing paint or markings on the ground as opposed to
locations on a map - SUL will be employed. Environmental, as well as active construction sites, will lean
towards SUL. This is because the primary deliverables are the marks on the ground that personnel in the
field will use to avoid injury or damage; included with the markings are sketches and photos for
clarification in the field.
On the other hand, SUE is data-heavy for office use rather than field use. SUE deliverables will
be in accordance with ASCE code 38-02: The depiction of Subsurface Utilities. The code is very important
and must be adhered to because it specifies how underground utilities must be depicted on professional
engineering drawings (along with associated quality levels). Quality Level A is the highest level and
involves physically exposing the sought utility to know the exact vertical and horizontal elevation of the
targeted utility. Quality Level B involves designating utilities with electromagnetic and GPR methods. If a
Department of Transportation or design company hires an SUE firm, they are more likely to be
interested in how the data will appear on a professional drawing when depicted. Electronic files (CAD or
MicroStation) that contain the utilities surveyed are the most common deliverables when conducting
SUE.

The final detail of differentiating SUE and SUL are associated costs - this will also influence endusers to choose one method or another. SUE is generally much greater in complexity and will require
much more time and resources (in preparation as well as polishing the final deliverable) to complete,
resulting in significantly higher costs. It is common practice to perform utility records research for SUE
projects - contacting all utility companies in the site vicinity to procure all available records. This is done
so SUE companies can depict Quality D if/when other Quality Levels of data are unavailable. The
depiction will appear as “Depicted According to Record” (DATR or DATUR). Any of the utility records that
were procured will also be included in the deliverable to the client. When used together, SU (One Call
or Private Utility Locating) and SUE are an effective combination that can be used to ensure the project’s
success, especially when performed at the right times. (10)
There are major benefits to having accurate and reliable utility data during project delivery.
After collecting data, it is still common practice to depict utility lines and accessories on utility layouts.
The layouts/drawings are titled maps, files, and drawings, but the information still isn’t referenced on all
plan views and cross-sections that end-users need. This results in design files often lacking the necessary
utility information.
By accurately determining the location of underground assets, SUE significantly reduces the
various types and layers of construction problems. By enhancing construction safety through improved
design decisions and modifications before construction commences, stakeholders will observe reduced
service interruptions and delays, claims by the contractor and budget contingencies. The foundation for
project success is ensuring that utility information is delivered timely and accurately.

Technology, Equipment, and Process

The ASCE guideline explicitly states that SUE is a process rather than a technology. In its
definition, SUE is “a branch of engineering practice that involves managing certain risks associated with
utility coordination, utility mapping at appropriate quality levels, utility conflict analysis, utility
relocation design and coordination, utility condition assessment and communication of utility data to
concerned parties, among other things.” (11)
By definition, subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) is a civil engineering field that entails the
study of subsurface utilities and the identification of conflicts that they may present to a project's design
to minimize the hazards associated with such disputes. Utility owners record drawings and geophysical
techniques to find a utility's horizontal location, vacuum excavation to pinpoint a utility's vertical
position, and survey this data referenced into a topographic map or many other kinds of mapping are all
used to identify these hazards. The chosen equipment is one of the most important considerations of
the practice. The right combination of technology, equipment and effective process will result in
successful SUE execution and project delivery.
SUE needs to be prepared as upfront and early as possible. The most successful projects have
invested in SUE from start to finish and include the correct sequence and involvement of technology,
equipment and process. The stages of planning, design and construction are all involved in developing a
conventional construction project. Typical underground structure damage prevention measures are
being used throughout the construction phase, which is now underway.
Every state in the U.S. presently has a one-call system to serve the public throughout the
project’s building period. However, the adoption of standard underground structure damage prevention
measures during the building phase does not always decrease the likelihood of striking an underground
structure. This is unfortunate for contractors and affected stakeholders. A better answer to the issue of
subsurface structures would be to put more focus on the design phase of the project and to engineer
risk out of the project from the beginning. (12)
Through greater investment and discovery in SUE, we may achieve this over-arching milestone
of a safe, efficient and universal SUE process. The development and use of supportive technologies will
determine the direction of SUE and the associated human capacity of the process.

Technologies:
The collection of SUE data in the field may be accomplished using various technologies and
techniques. Vacuum excavation, electromagnetic locating, ground-penetrating radar (GPR), acoustic
systems and metal detecting are just a few examples of the methods available. Global Positioning

Systems (GPS), Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Robotic Total Stations may be used to collect
this information, which can then be loaded into CAD applications like MicroStation, Open Roads
Designer, AutoCAD, and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for analysis. (11)
·
Technologies for investigation of underground utilities: A variety of geophysical survey have been or
may be used to locate subterranean utilities. This section gives an overview of the utility detection
techniques that are available and a thorough explanation of each approach. Methods may be classified
into one of the following categories based on their underlying technology:
·
Methods Based on Electromagnetic (EM) Waves. Electromagnetic radiation is a kind of energy that
behaves in a wavelike manner. The electromagnetic spectrum includes radio waves, microwaves,
infrared radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays, increasing frequency and
decreasing wavelength. Ground Penetrating Radar, pipe and cable locators, electromagnetic induction
and electromagnetic terrain conductivity are examples of utility detecting techniques that use radio
waves (TC). Shorter electromagnetic waves in the infrared range are used in infrared thermography.

·
Mechanical Waves-Based Methods: Acoustic waves, water waves and seismic waves are examples
of mechanical waves. Mechanical wave methods need the existence of a medium through which the
wave may travel. Acoustic location is an example of an automated wave-based technique.
·
Other Methods: These techniques, which do not fit into the categories, but maybe utilized for
utility locating, include electrical resistivity, magnetic, micro gravitational and chemical methods. The
most often utilized utility detecting technique is pipe and cable locators. These locators detect magnetic
fields produced by underground utility facilities using electromagnetic induction technology and

antennas with coils. Because capacitance (the capacity of a body to retain an electrical charge) rises with
conductor area, the size of a utility infrastructure impacts the distance the current travels down the
conductor. Pipe and cable locators may detect underground conductors in two ways: passive location
and active location. Passive locating techniques use many underground services, such as electric wires
that convey a detectable current. (12)
To utilize active locating techniques, a user must purposefully generate a known AC from a
transmitter onto a utility line. Users may use this technique to find and identify a line even amid a maze
of subterranean utilities. Signals on any nearby lines that have a common ground point may be triggered
by a direct connection or clamping. Induction is less successful than direct connection and clamping, so
it may be required to apply an active signal. Many detectors support both passive and active detection
modes; however, active detection necessitates using a separate transmitter.
The combination provides customers with additional options and flexibility, as well as more
convenient and efficient utility facility placement. Pipe and cable locators are often used to identify
metallic utility lines or non-metallic lines that have tracing materials installed. Site circumstances, the
locator's capacity to measure correctly, and magnetic field distortions all play a role in the accuracy of a
locator. Some SUE providers said they use it more to see whether a detector follows the same utility
wires. The frequency, antenna design, supplementary features and functionalities, grounding technique
and remote pipe attachment devices differ across locators. (12)
It is essential to choose the appropriate equipment, which necessitates a series of tests before
trying to find utilities. One of the most popular geophysical methods for identifying subterranean
objects such as cavities, rocks, buried utility facilities, and underground buildings is Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR). (11)

The conventional approach to many projects where the owner is paid for by the government or
ratepayer is to pass on the costs of conducting business to the general public. Because of the apparent
hazard inherent with hitting the gas or high-pressure petroleum lines, the potential of property damage,
injury and even death is significant in construction. These risks, as well as the events that arise from
them, are more substantial than most people realize. A project's design methods are usually dependent
on existing documents, which are often inaccurate, partial, out of date, or insufficient for actual design
and construction reasons. Some as-builts may be accurate, while others may not be because of human
mistakes in the record-keeping process. (13)
During the design phase, designers make little or no attempt to locate utilities and subterranean
components. A program run by the Department of Transportation aims to avoid subsurface interactions
with subterranean infrastructure. According to John Dolan, project owners have had little motivation to
compel designers to do a better job identifying subterranean infrastructure. “Designers must be more
mindful of the hazards and consequences of subterranean constructions colliding with utilities.
Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) is a recently created engineering method that uses new and current
technology to correctly identify and map subterranean infrastructure during the early phases of project
planning and design.” (13)
Designation, the major activity of SUE, is the process of determining the presence and horizontal
location of subsurface utilities and structures using geophysical investigation techniques and
procedures. This is one of the most common SUE activities and must be well-understood to properly
move through the engineering process SUE requires. Nondestructive excavation techniques identify
positions at key conflict spots to reveal subsurface features. The utility may now be mapped horizontally
and vertically in three dimensions. Utility owners have always utilized traditional techniques to
designate sites for contractors during construction. Traditional techniques will continue to be used, but
they are insufficient in preventing harm. This is one basis for the need to evolve and improve SUE and
invest more in the domain. (13)
To comprehend SUE's cost-cutting potential, one must first grasp the costs and benefits. The
cost of mapping, surveying, identifying and finding information at the Quality A level may range from
$1000 to $300 per test hole. SUE minimizes utility line relocations, unanticipated utility conflicts,
severed utility lines and problems with abandoned underground tanks while also improving
environmental site assessment accuracy. For a typical project, the advantages, coupled with subsequent
reductions in bid prices, construction delays, contractor claims, and lower redesign costs, may save
fifteen dollars for every dollar invested on SUE. (13)
According to the Federal Roadway Administration (FHWA), effective use of SUE may save more
than $100 million per year in highway construction alone. As part of the environmental site evaluation,
SUE methods were utilized to thoroughly identify, describe and map all existing utilities, resulting in a
substantial decrease in planned construction time. Cost reductions may be achieved in a variety of ways
outlined below. (11, 14) A 2.25 percent project savings is achieved by saving 1/20th of 45 percent on
construction costs.

Construction bids are lowered because of fewer conflicts with underground infrastructure and
greater trust in the accuracy of the project's designs. Minor design modifications avoid large-scale utility
relocations before construction can begin. (13)
The data is subsequently processed and mapped using external software, either in a twodimensional or, in certain instances, a three-dimensional format. In the absence of power lines, railways,
or other big ferrous objects that cause magnetic interferences, a comprehensive and complete approach
may be helpful for a utility search across vast regions. Valve boxes, steel drums, iron make maintenance
hole maintenance hole lids are often detected using the gradient technique. It can also identify nonmetallic magnetic fiber optic cables and cast-iron pipelines. Unless they have a very high initial magnetic
strength, pipes more than a few feet below the surface may be difficult to detect. (13)
Auditory locating techniques use specific sensors such as geophones or accelerometers to
translate motion into electric signals to identify acoustic emissions from subterranean facilities. The
detection range and accuracy are heavily influenced by variables such as pipe stiffness, depth of cover,
surface type, soil type, compaction, ground moisture and the presence of rocks and other pipes. Only
big water or sewer lines that cannot be identified with other main instruments are used by SUE
suppliers. Many SUE providers employ metal detectors as routine equipment for quickly detecting big
metallic utility appurtenances, including maintenance hole lids, valves, and meters. In geological
surveys, seismic techniques are usually employed to assess site geology, stratigraphy, or rock quality.
Large subterranean items with densities that vary from the soils should theoretically cause
changes in this force that may be measured with sensitive technology. Hobby and treasure-hunting
equipment, utility locating, military instruments and specialist metal detectors are the three types of
metal detectors. To make non-metallic utilities more visible, a variety of utility markers may be utilized.
Markers are untrustworthy because they may be moved or deleted quickly, resulting in disinformation.
RFID utility markers are considered by certain SUE suppliers to be one of the most important technical
advancements in subsurface utility detection and identification.
The only method to properly measure and describe the location of utilities is to expose them via
excavation. For improved results, GPR antennas may be used in transillumination mode, where two
antennas are placed in boreholes. Boreholes may also be used in combination with other methods to
move sensors (such as transmitters or receivers) closer to utilities or to decrease noise levels in the
surrounding area. To minimize the risk of harming existing utilities, air or water vacuum equipment or
micro-directional boring machines may be utilized. (11)

Process:
There is no fixed pattern for the SUE procedure. Rather, it is customized for each job. It entails
methodically determining the quality of utility information required to design a project, as well as
collecting and maintaining that level of data. It is most effective when organized and delivered by a
skilled and competent SUE provider. A typical job for such an engineer would be to organize and execute
the following:
●

●

●

Locate utility owners who have facilities on the project site or who may be impacted by it.
Contact these utility owners and give them information on the planned project (face-to-face
meetings are preferred). Schedule follow-up meetings regularly.
Submit to utility owner’s highway plans if they are about 30 percent complete, or even earlier in
their planning process, requesting that they review their plans and give pertinent information as
established or other existing utilities. Get information from various sources regarding existing
utilities. Examine and arrange all accessible information on a composite design or comparable.
This is Quality Level D information (QL-D). (13)
Make outdoor observations to discover prominent utility characteristics. Survey and information
derived from the plot. This is information about quality level C (QL-C). It correlates with the

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

information on records (QL-D). If records and information about features are not acceptable, fix
inconsistencies.
To identify existing surface utilities or to trace a specific utility system, use suitable techniques
of geophysical surface (e.g., pipe and cable locators, land conductivity procedures, resistivity
measures, metal detectors, ground-penetrating radar, etc.). This offers horizontal twodimensional information. Place markings on the ground using paint. Set flags or stakes on the
paint markings or the pavement code at intervals of 50 feet and monitor project management.
Represent the resultant customer information on the computer-aided design and design system
(CAD), the Geographical Information System (GIS), and/or the plan sheet manually drawn. This is
information about quality level B (QL-B). If the project owner requests, it will also examine and
provide information on aerial utilities. (14)
Fix discrepancies between QL-B, QL-C, and QL-D. This may require more geophysical surface
research and actual disclosure of certain subterranean utilities. To do so, re-depicting utilities
previously shown may be required to provide more precise information.
Develop a conflict matrix that shows all potential conflicts between roads and utilities. This
includes comparing the information shown on utilities with the plans suggested (highway,
bridge, drainage, maintenance of traffic, and other). The resultant matrix includes columns to
indicate the physical location of each dispute, the name of the utility concerned, the nature of
the conflict, and the necessary actions. After examining the information collected in the matrix,
it becomes apparent that some conflicts may be addressed easily, other conflicts are dubious
and more information necessary and some conflicts cannot be solved. (12)
To convene and organize a meeting to address possible disputes and other project issues with
utility companies. Discuss potential conflict prevention methods and identify areas where more
3D information is required.
Expose specified sub-surface utilities for 3D information. Use least invasive digging techniques,
such as vacuum digging. Represent information generated on the planets utilizing computeraided design and drafting or manual charting techniques. This is information about quality level
A (QL-A).
Resolve discrepancies between QL-A information and QL-B, QL-C and QL-D information
previously acquired. Represent new and revised information. Return to the conflict matrix with
updated QL-A information to assess conflict status needing more information. Meet with
utilities to explore these issues and potential ways to prevent relocations of services.
Provide the information shown to the owner of the project. The main products available are a
CAD file, a GIS shapefile or plan sheet which includes utility information in the Quality Level A, B,
C and D view and utility information in the Quality Level A profile and plan view.
Work with the project owner to ensure that they comprehend the information given and to
provide alternative methods of avoiding disputes.
Where conflicts cannot be avoided, and utilities will have to be relocated:
○ Determine prior rights.
○ Obtain relocation cost estimates and plans from utility companies.
○ Prepare utility relocation agreements.
○ Provide utility relocation design.

●
●
●
●

○ Acquire necessary right-of-way. (12)
Store location of pipe and condition information in an asset management database.
Work with utility providers, one-call centers and construction contractors as necessary.
Continue to represent the Utility Owner as the project develops in all utility operations.
The SUE Impact Form has three phases of an increasingly comprehensive investigation. Step 1
assesses if the project should consider SUE QLB and/or QLA. Step 2 examines additional criteria
to decide whether the project is to continue. Step 3 is an assessment of the project after steps 1
and 2. The questions in step 3 include the title, cost, description (generic overview) and scope
(current scope of work). (11)

Activities included:
Data processing: An example of GPR recording can be from a 500-megahertz antenna. It will show
penetration up to a depth of around 2.25 meters and clearly show a hyperbola and another flat
interface (a slab, drain box, etc.). Once the data is processed, you can detect various pipes, cables and
underground structures.

Subsurface Utility Maps: these must be prepared in strict adherence to SUE guidelines per ASCE 38-02.
The most important point is that every utility that is within the map must be attributed to a quality level,
based on their information collection, and thus reflecting the confidence level in the utility information.
This is the essence of SUE; if you receive a map that does not give the quality level on that map then it’s
most likely not a subsurface utility map. The maps to be prepared will require specific utility symbols
rather than colors, enabling their printing by standard black ink printers.
The elimination of misreading errors from poor light conditions (perhaps night operations in the
field or other interference) will also eliminate the need to refer to legends. This format also allows easy
photocopying of drawings for distribution to field-level personnel. The special line types developed for
utilities should be standardized for all such projects thus enabling data integration. It is advised to scale
the sheets/maps to a size that can be used in agile and tactical environments and not delay anything or
challenge field personnel (i.e., standard print page size when possible). The map should be in a standard
coordinate system (example: UTM) because it can be difficult when maps are in a local coordinate
system to integrate data.
We must also make sure the depth of all utilities is recorded. The diameter of utilities will be
further explored under QL-A, it will also be made known along with the detected utilities. Generally, the
labels should be related to the mean sea level MSL. This is because when giving a utility the utility depth
only, the road can be recarpeted or paved (say 1.5ft) soon after and your utility will change and as a

result the depth will be unaccounted for fully. It is important for a map to have the correct and
appropriate: line code, legend, labeling, symbols and notes.

Utility Legend Example:

(6)

The team structure of SUE is important to follow to have the best possible outcome:

Position

Qualification Required

Project Manager

Geophysicist/Civil Engineer

QC Manager

Civil Engineer

GPR Interpreter

Geophysicist

GPR operator

Diploma – General

Induction Locator

Diploma -Electrical

Land Surveyor

Diploma -Survey/Geomatics

CAD Tech

CADD (Intermediate to Advanced)

Instrument Operators/Data Collectors

Local Guidelines/Adequate training

HDD help

Diploma HDD

Unskilled Help

Local Guidelines/Adequate training

Additional Roles and Responsibilities:
Project Owner: Specifies the scope of work and the formatting of deliverables for the engineer. Renders
assistance when necessary in persuading utility owners to allow engineers access to pertinent records
and facilities. Review the definitions of quality levels with the designer, constructor and other users.
Furnishes appropriate utility accommodation and relocation policy information to involved parties.
The Engineer: Advises the project owner regarding potential effects that the project may have on
existing subsurface utilities. Informs the project owner regarding utility quality levels and reliability of
data for each quality level. Such information may include a discussion of costs and benefits associated
with obtaining quality levels. Recommends a scope for utility investigations dependent on project needs.
Reviews data with utility owners.

Utility Coordinator Role: Utility coordinators are responsible for identifying utilities and implementing
strategies to clear any conflicts that could arise. As such, they should have a vast technical
understanding of the project as well as being well-versed in their state’s laws and regulations. (1)

Summary of Technology, Equipment and Process:
In today's metropolitan regions, military sites and industrial places (all areas with dense
underground assets that require SUE process and discovery), there is growing congestion of utilities and
other subterranean infrastructure. This fact initiates the requirement for comprehensive and accurate
information on the utilities and subterranean structures in the best interest of public and private

owners. SUE is in higher demand every day and with this comes our ever-evolving understanding and
ability to execute the engineering practice better.
There is a growing demand for the reconstruction and upgrading of existing buildings and
infrastructure throughout the country. To get the most for the construction dollar, cost efficient
methods and technologies must be used in the creation and design of these projects. SUE may be used
to identify features beneath constructed floors and behind walls in building renovation project using
SUE's technology for finding surface utilities. Many owner's studies have shown that cost savings can be
obtained on most projects, usually about $10 for every $1 invested in SUE services. In this field, SUE is a
proven technology. When professionals, agencies and owners can properly plan and combine the
necessary technology, equipment and process; we are then able to continue to build upon the
comprehensive and existing infrastructure to showcase the advancements of our modern world.
There is currently a growing number of projects planned with improved knowledge about the
subsurface of the existing subterranean infrastructure inside projects. The contractor and all involved
parties will benefit from better and more-thorough information on the status of utilities under the
surface. The contractor, crews and stakeholders may choose appropriate, safe excavation protection
and utility line protection solutions before work starts. The outcome is a safer and cheaper excavation
operation and more sustainable infrastructure for humanity.

Subsurface Utility Engineering Quality levels

Subsurface Utility Engineering Quality levels - SUE protocols are set by the American Society of
Civil Engineering (ASCE) in the 38-02 Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing
Subsurface Utility Data, which provides a framework for evaluating the integrity of data based on four
distinct Quality Levels: D, C, B and A. We will come to learn how these quality levels build upon one
another in the paragraphs to come. It is important for anyone needing to use the information attained
from subsurface utility exploration - what each quality level is and why it is necessary at the various
stages of a project’s lifecycle.

The Standard Guideline provides a credible system for classifying the degrees of varying quality
levels that are given to utility location information. The timeliness of attaining this information is vital
and best serves a project and its stakeholders during the design or pre-construction phases. When
utilities are under covered or made known during construction and in later stages, the costs become
exceedingly high and conflict resolution becomes ever-more complex as well as the potential for
damages. A systematic collection and depiction of reliable data for existing subsurface utilities is
necessary for engineers and all parties involved to make informed and sensible decisions that adhere to
risk management protocols. This has a major impact on feasibility, timeliness of delivery and overall
project success.
The ASCE Standard considers all the topics listed in the previous paragraph, as well as additional
threats, considerations and purposes. The Standard includes the relative costs and benefits of the
various quality levels and how this information can be conveyed to end-users. It also outlays the
responsibility matrixes for tasks of collection and depiction, as well as how information can be obtained
and what technologies to employ. The factors that determine when and how to use each level of quality
and related details are also included. The reference will allow personnel to reduce and manage risk
because they have reliable and defined information on underground utilities.
ASCE 38-02 has a carefully defined scope that serves a specific, intended purpose. This
document is an agreed-upon consensus standard that defines the quality of utility location information
and the accompanying attribute information that is to be placed on plans for further usage. The
document as a reference (or part of a specification) will help engineers, owners of projects and utilities
as well as the executing constructors when needing to understand the quality of the utility data sought,
provided and used.
The quality of existing underground utility information (as-builts and other records) was
routinely called into question because of the problems encountered in countless projects over the
recent decades. In response, the ASCE, as well as the Construction Institute (CI) sought to provide a

national standard to reduce potential liability and create standardized guidelines for operating when
dealing with underground utilities.

Two important standards groups hold significance for ASCE’s titled standard ASCE C-I 38-02,
Standard Guidelines for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility Data. First, the
National Consensus Standard (NCS) and two, the American National Standard Institute (ANSI). The legal
procedures have been followed by the NCS for acceptance criteria of the ANSI. For the scenario of the
courts and regulatory process, the Justice system itself holds both of these standards as fair and truthful
when they must regard the practice of a professional as meeting the standard in the case of an
adjudication - legal ruling or judgment that is of due-process and final. (15)
The executive ASCE 38-02 steering group was selected by the ASCE Board and has its
representation across various ownership of major project works, academia and research, agencies of
government, as well as professionals in the engineering and construction domains. The meetings were
also highlighted in various Civil Engineering and Civil Engineering News magazines, during stages of
design and development and all open meetings included inviting the public for improved transparency
and community input.
The rationale behind the developed standard is to propose a contained system that can provide
accurate degrees of quality for subsurface utility data. The systematic approach offers the professionals
(constructors, owners, engineers, etc.) that will rely on the standard, ways to manage and allocate risk in a pre-defined and tested way of subsurface utilities. The quality degree determined and declared will
exist as an official document of specification providing necessary aid to all professionals and parties
involved. The professionals that shall utilize the document must have must be trained in relative fields
and have a thorough understanding of acceptable risk and each degree of quality. (15)

As it exists, the standard will resemble and adhere to the generally accepted concepts that are
in practice by the professions that use subsurface utility engineering. SUE consultants exist in many
states that operate based on their DOT’s regulations and through this, the standard in place becomes
compliant and purposeful. For states with SUE programs in practice, they will need to adjust their
programs to resemble the standard more closely if there is any divergence or if they have not already.
Supportive documents by the standard of reference will be obligatory to protect all parties involved.
When taking a closer look at the provisions of the standard, we must include that the owner of
the project is responsible for all necessary and appropriate action while dealing with the risks of all
utilities found or previously noted within the project scope. There is a slight difference within this
depending on project size. In the case of bigger projects that believe the information provided is not of
great enough accuracy, expert advice must be sought, and proper technology must be employed. For
smaller-scale projects with fewer utilities or where information is thought to be accurate and reliable,
conscious decision-making can allow the project to proceed without more in-depth investigation.
Furthermore, the assigned engineer will advise the project owner of all utility risks as well as
recommend the corresponding degree of quality required. This must be done during the planning and
design phase of the project. The advice will consider project timelines, right-of-way, anticipated utilities
and other essential information. Additional responsibilities of the engineer include giving the owner the
quality level desired in conformity with the standard of care expected. Once the project owner has
selected and is prepared to rely on the engineer - they shall take all responsible for data omissions and
negligence within the quality level certified and supportive data. A significant number of DOT’s and
relative organizations have agreed to the standard outlaid above; it is also advised that this standard be
referenced in SUE consultant contracts to collect and depict SUE data and services to be provided. (15)
Per ASCE, on a general level, the Utility Quality Levels are as follows:
Utility Quality Level (QL): A professional opinion of the quality and reliability of utility information. Such
as reliability is determined by the means and methods of the professional. These levels are cumulative
and each QL is defined through a progression of research by the following Standard:
Utility quality level D: Information derived from existing records or oral recollections and one-call
markings that determine the existence of significant and active utilities as well as their corresponding
and approximate locations.
Utility quality level C: Information obtained by surveying and plotting visible above-ground utility
features and by using professional judgment in correlating this information to quality level D
information.
Quality level B: data should be reproducible by surface geophysics at any point of their depiction. This
information is surveyed to applicable tolerances defined by the project and reduced onto plan
documents.

Utility quality level A: Precise horizontal and vertical location of utilities obtained by the actual exposure
(or verification of previously exposed and surveyed utilities) and subsequent measurement of
subsurface utilities, usually at a specific point. Minimally intrusive excavation equipment is typically used
to minimize the potential for utility damage. A precise horizontal and vertical location, as well as other
utility attributes, is shown on plan documents. Accuracy is typically set to 15-mm vertical and to
applicable horizontal survey and mapping accuracy as defined or expected by the project owner. Utility
quality level B Information obtained through the application of appropriate surface geophysical methods
to determine the existence and approximate horizontal position of subsurface utilities.
Additionally, each level’s determination, use and assignment are:
QL-D: It is assigned when there is no other data other than records. Sources can include record
drawings, As-built records, GIS Data, Field Notes, DOT records, Circuit Diagrams, Mtgs. w/ Staff,
Landowners and Valve Guides.
QL-C: Use of above-ground surface features to indicate subsurface alignments, such as valves, fire
hydrants, pedestals, maintenance holes and telephone pedestals.
QL-B: Determined by the existence and approximate horizontal position of subsurface utilities.
Radiofrequency pipe and cable locators are employed at this level. Utility point sheets and sketches are
also used at this level. They are sheets that reference paint marks identified by geophysical methods.
There are marks periodically placed over the utility that identifies line position, critical bends, beginning
and end of target lines. This process ensures that each painted mark has been captured when compared
to the survey file and report. It’s important to have this systematic plan in place to ensure complete
recording of our findings.
An important note here is that one-call information is not QL-B and the differences are as
follows. One call is designed as a risk-based system used for excavation and the typical One-Call locator
uses a single piece of equipment. In terms of accuracy, the information received has no guarantee.
There is a narrow focus and limit on time for a One-Call locator and within this exists the possibility of
Ghost signals or jumps from one conductive source to another. One-Call does not rely on accurate utility
records nor does it perform utility sweeps or locate private utilities. There is no point sheet or sketch for
accuracy provided either and a survey of inaccurate paint marks does not signify the QL-B distinction.
To summarize, One-calls can include utility data records research, interpretations, and designation that
are not performed under the responsible charge of a registered professional.
QL-A is Survey grade accuracy information. The information achieved at QL-A is supported by levels: D, C
and B. The appropriate data gathered is survey information (horizontal, vertical, ground elevation), size
and configuration (pipe diameter/material, width & height of duct banks); it must be signed and sealed
by a licensed engineer and will resolve the differences in supportive quality levels.

The final summary breakdown of Quality Levels is as follows:
Quality Level D: Includes records research, recollections and as-built drawings. One can learn a lot from
the people that live near where you are investigating and working from parol evidence. This is
recollection and finding out what has happened nearby based on residents’ memories.
Quality Level C: Includes mapping of surface utility features and total stations or GPS. In this process,
you go to the site and utilize surface apparatuses. What comes into play are maintenance holes, walls,
electricity junction boxes, telephones junction boxes, etc. Once surface features are mapped, you can
adjust your quality Level D information with the surface feature information and make it more accurate.
Quality Level B: The investigation introduces Geophysics and related tools. Some tools groundpenetrating radar, induction locator, acoustic locating technology is advancing every day, so we are not

solely limited to what we’ve used in the past. The point here is to use geophysical tools to fully locate
and designate in order to identify and map what’s underground.
Quality Level A: This includes excavation at the location of the utility. In doing so, you can find out the
exact depth of the utility and note the vertical position. Data at this level can be collected through
available openings like maintenance holes, chambers, etc., to determine the attributes of various
utilities. Vacuum excavation is not always necessary, and you can as well open the existing chambers
manually and see what’s within.

Other documents and references include:
In addition, the ASCE 38-02 document references other official documents and formal
procedures. Firstly, ASCE 12, 13, and 14 Standard Guidelines for the Design, Installation and Operation
and Maintenance of Urban Subsurface Drainage; the intent of this standard guideline is to present
design guidance for urban environments pertaining to the subsurface drainage in sequential order and
priority. Secondly, ASCE MOP 45 - How to Select Work Effectively with Consulting Engineers: Getting the
Best Project is another document referenced; this manual outlines the functions of consulting engineers
for how to best serve owners (through various forms of: interviews, relationship management,
procedures and communications).
Also referenced in detail is the AASHTO GAU: A Guide for Accommodating Utilities Within
Highway Right-Of-Way; these guidelines are important for transportation agencies in how to properly
regulate the use and occupancy of highway right-of-way by utilities. There are also several other
guidelines and documents that reference ASCE 38-02. These include CSA: S250-11, CAN-Z247-15; ASCE:
39-03,49-12, 30-14, 36-15, 21.4-08, 40-03, 7-10, 41-13, 60-12, 44-13; ASCE MOP: 45, 108, 115, 118, 133;
PPI TR-46; FAA-C-1391 REV D. (16)
Beyond the reaches of U.S. territory, the ASCE 38-02 has been the basis for international and
other country-specific standards. In 2011, the engineering and survey professionals of Canada published
the CSA S250-11. This was a reference to ASCE 38 for the purpose of documenting existing utilities.
There were a few additions including the requirements for how to document recently installed and
exposed utilities per a means that was capable of Utility Accuracy Level. Countries like Australia (AS5488 in 2013), the United Kingdom (PAS 128 in 2014), and Ecuador (NTE INEN 2873 in 2015) have all
based similar SUE protocols and procedures of their nation on the ASCE 38-02 Standard Guidelines. (16)
Future revisions to go in effect at a later date are ASCE 38-21 once revisions of the present version are
released.
How SUE Works in Project Development
What are the major SUE Activities? The following are the major considerations of SUE:

Scope of work - The process of developing a written project-specific work plan package that consists of
the scope of work, levels of service vs. risk allocation, project schedule and desired project delivery
method. This SUE work plan package is agreed upon by the SUE provider and the client, describing the
SUE work to be performed. The major activities to be performed are:
Designating - The process of using a surface geophysical method or methods to interpret the presence
of a subsurface utility and mark its horizontal position on the ground surface or on above-ground
surface markers.
Locating - The process of exposing and recording the precise vertical and horizontal location and
providing utility size and configuration of a utility.
Data Management - The process of surveying, designating, and locating information to project control
and transferring it into the client's CADD system, GIS files, or project plans.
Conflict Analysis - The engineering process of using a conflict matrix to evaluate and compare depicted
designating information with proposed plans (highway, bridge, drainage, and other) to inform all
stakeholders of potential conflicts, potential resolutions and costs to cure.
The above definitions are from the U.S. DOT FHWA Design SUE Brochure (17).
The standard of Care for SUE has been determined by ASCE. The standard guideline refers to the
various quality levels explained throughout the previous sections. The significance of the ASCE standard
of care is that is the overarching method that manages risks at various levels of complexity within any
particular project involving or requiring SUE.

An important detail is to note how we know if someone is competent and able to understand the SUE
process well enough to carry oversight and guide its execution. The SUE expertise criteria are as follows
by category:

Competence - SUE providers should be able to demonstrate a thorough knowledge and understanding
of the major SUE activities and should be able to provide these services to the extent desired by the
contracting agency.
Experience - Individuals assigned by the SUE provider to carry out the work should be well-trained,
experienced and capable. Those in responsible charge of the work and responsible for certifying
deliverables should be engineers, geologist, and land surveyors employed by the SUE provider in
accordance with state professional registration requirements.
Equipment - A wide range of equipment is necessary to detect the variety of subsurface utilities that
may be present. Equipment available for utilization by the provider should include, but not be limited to,
state-of-the-art designating equipment; vacuum excavation or comparable non-destructive locating
equipment; state-of-the-art surveying and data recording equipment; and software systems compatible
with those of the contracting agency.
Timeliness - Resources of the provider should be adequate to carry out the SUE work in a timely
manner, considering other possible commitments of work and the contracting agency's anticipated
needs.
Financial Capacity - SUE providers should have the financial capacity to provide the required services.
They must understand what each associated cost is and the justification.
Insurance - SUE providers should have adequate insurance covering all aspects of work. Minimum
amounts should be in accordance with the contracting agency's requirements. An understanding the
specific insurance required is necessary for liability and risk-management.”
The above definitions are from the U.S. DOT FHWA Design SUE Brochure (17).
When all of the above is considered and all necessary criteria are met, we are able to correctly
manage all associated risks. Every project will have an Acceptable Risk and when expertise is provided,
the project can safely assume a reasonable amount of planned and understood risk. The way risk is
managed is through thorough understanding of project requirements as well as proper planning and
execution. The overarching Quality Level (D-A) detailed in previous sections is the safeguard and
standard for managing risk in the best possible and most sensible way.

For the Acceptable Risk, it is the consultant engineer’s job to help determine what is and isn’t
acceptable. In the illustration above, we see that the total risk for the engineering pool decreases as the
quality level increases. Within the engineering pool, the risk will shift (from consultant) and the risk
owner will become the subsurface utility engineer (based on the level of work performed and their
associated supervision over activities) as quality levels trend towards QL-A data - project risk and
available information have an inverse relationship.
When we consider the bigger picture of SUE and how a project will unfold, we must understand
at what stage of a project SUE will come into play. The majority of SUE work will be performed at the
earliest stages of design, asset management and capacity planning. For design work, the utility system
must be completely designed and implemented. For asset management, the SUE team will most likely
need to create a complete map as the client may not yet have one.
Where the SUE process truly begins is in project initiation and planning. The scope of work must
be outlined and thoroughly documented, as well as levels of service to be delivered, project schedules,
risk allocation and management and method deliverables will be received. The first effort is to use
marked horizontal positions on the subsurface utilities determined by non-destructive surface
geophysical methods. Next, techniques like vacuum excavation are employed for exposing and recording
exact vertical and horizontal positions of the assets underground. The presentation of this information is
generally in a GIS-compatible map or CAD format.
Next, a matrix is created and used to evaluate conflict as well as to compare the collections of
utility information against the original project plans. This allows users to identify greater or additional
conflicts and propose appropriate solutions in a timely manner. The SUE concept is the readily accepted
framework that allows engineers to mitigate associated costs that result from redesign and construction

delays as well as to avoid risk, liability and damage. Therefore, it is crucial the process of SUE be
performed early on and not left for later stages of a project involving underground assets.
For capital works projects, SUE is mostly used at the design stages, as well as when information
must be collected for the purpose of asset management. The general process remains the same and the
differences in scenarios is in the scope of work and how the information sought will be presented. The
main objective for SUE investigation within capital works is to accurately collect utility information with
the project site/area as to avoid major conflict and set-back during the late stages of a project.
The preliminary and long-term value of SUE is its ability to identify the accurate locations of
utilities before it’s too late, thus resulting in minimized construction issues. In doing so, better decisions
and modifications pertaining to design are made. This allows for the prevention of service interruptions,
minimized budget contingencies, enhanced construction safety, as well as a reduction of claims and
delays of contractors. The best way to ensure project success is to have accurate utility information as
the foundation of the project.
While in construction, excavation and installation can be expedited by use of reliable SUE
information. This will save resources like right-of-way fees, labor, time and capital investment. The value
specifically with right-of-way is when working in congested cities or urban areas with large buildings
over multiple stories high. The number of underground utilities increases with population size and age
of the area to be investigated. The presence of public utilities can significantly alter and increase the
potential risks and conflicts during design and construction. In areas of high-density population and
commerce, there will be a variety of underground features such as electric infrastructure, wastewater
and water pipes, fiber optic data lines, stormwater drainage pipes of different sizes, natural gas lines,
water lines; all of which may be in in the same or near cross-section.
To achieve the most effect means and outcome, the SUE process must be included very early in
the project’s development especially when underground facilities will have significant impact on the
project. The advantage to knowing with a higher degree of certainty of utilities that may be impacted is
invaluable and will provide tremendous cost-savings and efficiency. If subsurface utilities are not found
and are left unaddressed up until the construction phase, the cost-conflict resolution skyrockets in
complexity and the likelihood of serious damages will be very high. This makes the case for a systematic
collection and depiction of data that is reliable for existing subsurface utilities. When all parties involved
can make sound decisions that are backed by evidence, the risk management process and the overall
outcome will be the best.
Legislation Changes and Influences
Over the years, we have witnessed various legislation changes that have influenced the SUE
playing field. Various mandates and bills have come into consideration for how SUE related
professionals must operate. Over 20 states have officially implemented some form SUE program in their

requirements for highway construction projects. Two states have mandated subsurface utility
engineering surveys during pre-construction; they include Colorado and Pennsylvania. (18)
Every state and province in North America have one call legislation that is in place to minimize
damage during the excavation of underground utility investigation; although the legislation lacks the
requirement of making records accessible for design phases of projects that are dependent upon them.
To make SUE surveys mandatory for public construction, there must be amendments to existing one-call
legislation. If a project needs an SUE survey, operators and network owners will have an additional
information requirement to fulfill. A project owner must reach out to a one-call center and they will
relay the request to the associated network operator. They will then have ten days to provide the best
records available of what’s located within the area of the project site. The data must be made available
in a standard report format and sharable to all involved parties for the construction to take place.
The state of Colorado was one of the first to propose legislation changes pertaining to projects
that involve or require data of Quality Levels B and A for both undocumented and known utilities. This
entails the Design Ticket language for One-Call, meaning that there is a responsibility over omissions or
errors that are negligent when utility investigations are performed as well as when results may be sealed
on deliverables produced. The bipartisan bill was passed by the state legislature in 2018 and revised
Colorado’s one call statue. In August of that same year, the revised statue was passed into law.
The purpose of Title 9 - Industrial and Commercial, 9-1.5-101. Legislative declaration, (Colorado
Revised Statues, Title 9, Article 1.5 Excavation Safety (C.R.S 9-1.5 ), “is to prevent injury to person and
damage to property from accidents resulting from damage to underground facilities by excavation.” The
way this is accomplished is by creating a central statewide notification system that is the sole
administrator of the underground facilities in service. The system is managed by the operators and
owners of the utilities it provides service requests for; also known as ‘the association’. Through this
effort, anyone needing to dig into the ground shall have access to pertinent information regarding the
associated underground utilities near the site of excavation. (19)
Included in Article 1.5 are various definitions that will influence further legislation and set the example
for other states to follow:
Damage: includes the penetration or destruction of any protective coating, housing, or other protective
device of an underground facility, the partial or complete severance of an underground facility, or the
rendering of any underground facility inaccessible.
Emergency situations: includes ruptures and leakage of pipelines, explosions, fires and similar instances
where immediate action is necessary to prevent loss of life or significant damage to PROPERTY,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, underground facilities and advance notice of proposed excavation is
impracticable under the circumstances.

Excavation: means any operation in which earth is moved or removed by means of any tools,
equipment, or explosives and includes augering, backfilling, boring, ditching, drilling, grading, plowing-in,
pulling-in, ripping, scraping, trenching, and tunneling. Does not include ROUTINE MAINTENANCE ON
EXISTING PLANTED LANDSCAPES.
Notification association or association means the statewide notification association of owners and
operators of underground facilities created in section 9-1.5-105.
Operator or owner means any person, including public utilities, municipal corporations, political
subdivisions, or other persons having the right to bury underground facilities in or near a public road,
street, alley, right-of-way, or utility easement. (Does not include any railroad.)
Person: means any individual acting on their own behalf, sole proprietor, partnership, association,
corporation, or joint venture; the state, any political subdivision of the state, or any instrumentality or
agency of either; or the legal representative of any of them.
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE: MEANS A REGULAR ACTIVITY THAT HAPPENS AT LEAST ONCE PER YEAR ON AN
EXISTING PLANTED LANDSCAPE IF EARTH IS NOT DISTURBED AT A DEPTH OF MORE THAN TWELVE
INCHES BY NONMECHANICAL MEANS OR FOUR INCHES BY MECHANICAL MEANS AND IF THE ACTIVITIES
ARE NOT INTENDED TO PERMANENTLY LESSEN THE GROUND COVER OR LOWER THE EXISTING GROUND
CONTOURS.
Underground facility means any item of personal property which is buried or placed below ground for
use in connection with the storage or conveyance of water or sewage, electronic, telephonic, or
telegraphic communications or cable television, electric energy, or oil, gas, or other substances.”
The definitions are from Colorado Legislation: Title 9 Safety- Industrial and Commercial Article 1.5
Excavation Requirements. (19)
Title 9 is broken up into sections that further explain and clarify all significant categories and
how to execute and adhere to them properly. Sections 103-107 of Article 1.5 include the various duties,
responsibilities, specifications, penalties, requirements and necessary notifications as well as funding
requirements and dispute resolutions. Section 103, “Plans and specifications--notice of excavation-duties of excavators--duties of owners and operators”, outlays how to give notice (formal procedure)
and provide the requested information (procedurally) in a universal format and how the entire process
is to be documented. Section 104 is Injunctive Relief and has been deleted because the of amendment.
Section 104.3 is “Alternative dispute resolution”, simply stating that if necessary, the association of
owners and operators -that make up the one-call system- will create an alternative dispute resolution
program for when disputes of cost and damage cannot be resolved through traditional consultation and
negotiation. (19)

Section 104.5 pertains to the applicable Civil Penalties for owners and operators in regard to
cost, damage, injury, failure of compliance and notification as well as who is liable for fees and penalties
in a variety of scenarios. Section 105 goes into detail about what the commonly referenced “notification
association or association”, comprised of the owners and operators of the utilities, means for each Tier
(One and Two) and how the association shall be funded and structured. Section 106 outlines “Notice
requirements” - the association will manage receiving and recording notifications from excavators and
maintain all records thereof. Finally, Section 107 explains the notification process for the removal for
underground facilities. (19)
To summarize, the Colorado legislation mandates that project owners (CDOT or like-agency) are
required to send information requests, for any projects in need of SUE surveys, to one-call. The one-call
center then has ten business days to provide the best available records for the site area. A SUE survey is
required at the expense and by duty of the owner. The results of the survey must show infrastructure
locations of all underground assets as well as the associated ASCE 38-02 Quality Level. It is standard to
attain, at minimum, Quality Level B for assets underground. The SUE document must be signed by a PLS
or a PE to be recognized as legitimate.
In California, the State Board for Professional Engineers, Land Surveyors and Geologists
mandated that a California licensed professional is required for any use or interpretation of GPR data
that serves to depict utilities for projects in the public domain. (16) California has also enacted similar
legislation similar to Colorado for excavation related to subsurface utilities investigation in the bill, the
Dig Safe Act of 2016, Senate Bill No. 661. Prior to the bill’s enactment, “Existing law requires every
operator of a subsurface installation, except the Department of Transportation, to become a member
of, participate in, and share in the costs of, a regional notification center.” On November 1, 2017, the
bill commenced and established a process for excavators “to request and obtain a continual excavation
ticket for an area of continual excavation that is required to be valid for one year from the date of
issuance and eligible for renewal.” The bill, No. 661, amended the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of
2011. In doing so, it excluded from its provisions, when installations are compliant with the act, certain
types of markings and locates of subsurface assets. “The bill would create the California Underground
Facilities Safe Excavation Board under, and assisted by the staff of, the Office of the State Fire Marshall.”
(20)
Additionally, Pennsylvania law references the use of ASCE 38 and SUE on certain projects, but
they do not provide as much detail about the execution and are not as requirements heavy as Colorado.
The responsibility for the initiation of all design projects that require demolition or excavation falls onto
the project owner. The requirement of SUE (or related technique) is mandated for large and complex
projects that hold a value of $400,000 or greater. Firstly, a designer is required to notify one-call and
provide enough detail of the scope of plan or development that a facility owner can in turn provide the
exact locations of assets in the area that work will be conducted. Within the design notifications there
are preliminary designs (90 business days before completion of final design) and final designs (not less
than ten or more than 90 days in advance of final design). Once SUE is complete, the project owner is
responsible for reviewing and finalizing the data retrieved from one-call and SUE process conducted.

The 811 service of Pennsylvania includes a web-based application called Coordinate PA (CPA) that
provides a repository for underground stakeholders to house and share their project information and
SUE data. (21)
Coordinate PA is web-based repository that is very secure and is offered for free to anyone in
PA. The key feature is that it permits project owners to share future projects in complete form from the
start instead of in bits and pieces once it’s past the point of greatest usefulness. The system delivers a
quick and simple way for facility owners to upload plans and communicate with one another. It also
simplifies entering the one-call dig notifications through a fast and straight-forward format. We can
come to understand the usefulness in a few examples to follow. If an important route is repaved by the
local municipality and information is not documented or stored properly, another utility (gas or electric)
may dig it up again in the near future only to undo the previous project. This results in additional
construction, disturbances to local residents and frustration to anyone traveling the route. This can be
avoided if the municipality and utility are aware of the like or overlapping projects before they
commence. (21)
The Coordinate PA system is a direct result of on-going feedback and various requests from the
stakeholders of PA one-call. Some of the uses of Coordinate PA include uploading blueprints, entering
design tickets as well as communicating with the involved facility owner design contacts. Once plans are
complete and the project is ready for bidding, a user can transfer the project direct to the chosen
excavator while maintaining all the vital information. If a company then wins the bid, they will be added
to the project and Coordinate PA is then used for scheduling the meetings for pre-construction. There
are many templates for pre-construction meeting sign-ins and meeting minutes/notes as well as the
mark-out feature for scheduling. When a group is prepared to start, they are 11 damage prevention
liaisons across the state ready and waiting to help the users of the system. (21)
Additional benefits of the system include its ability to: accurately define projects via web
application, safely and securely store project data, collaborate even on projects outside of a
company’s/groups scope, produce cost savings, manage all records, not need any special software,
gather, and disseminate information for varying levels of stakeholders, coordinate without outside
groups/parties, improve service delivery. The most valuable benefits are that you have one central
location for all associated documents, request meetings and everything is safe and accessible without
delay or compromise. (21)

Closing Remarks
From the standpoint of future career opportunities for Survey Professionals, SUE is one of the
biggest up and coming opportunity that will experience very high growth and emphasis. Very soon, the
Survey industry will gravitate more towards underground utility mapping and subsurface engineering
and although education has not yet shifted in this direction, it will soon follow. In the coming years,

going underground will be one of the biggest trends and professionals must be ready. Presently, there
are SUE certifications in development that will be offered to qualified professionals. (7)
The Subsurface Utility Engineering Association (SUEA) was formed in 2018 for the goal of
working in cooperation with the Utility Engineering and Surveying Institute (UESI) and the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). Instead of creating a redundant effort or competing interest, the SUEA
has set forth to work together with UESI and ASCE on programs, issues and activities of mutual interest,
for example - SUE certification. (8)
ASCE has authorized UESI to continue with three specific specialty certifications; the proposed
designations are as follows: project utility conflict manager, subsurface utility designator and utility
investigation professional. Once complete, SUEA and ASCE will promote these designations offered by
UESI.

In conclusion, SUE is an iterative process that does not look the same for every project. There
are a variety of variables that will determine the stage of when SUE is introduced, the Quality Level
necessary to be attained and how SUE shall be carried out. SUE, in the most understandable form,
specifically refers to the branch of engineering that manages associated risks for “utility mapping at
appropriate quality levels, utility coordination, utility relocation design and coordination, utility
condition assessment, communication of utility data to concerned parties, utility relocation cost
estimates, implementation of utility accommodation policies, and utility design.”(1) SUE is to be carried
out by a cross-sectional approach that includes the likes of surveyors, civil engineers, right-of-way
managers, drafters, geologists, utility engineers, geotechnical engineers, geophysicists, geodesists, GIS
professionals, as well as professionals of like fields in the civil engineering domain.
Where the SUE process begins is with a basic work plan that includes scope, schedule, service
levels, risk management and deliverability. The process will likely begin with non-destructive methods
first and relying on existing records prior to any form of excavation. The information attained through
SUE will be often be presented to clients and end users in CAD or GIS compatible map format. Matrixes
will be used to evaluate and compare the utility information collected to achieve higher levels of quality
and to propose solutions to identified conflicts before risk is too costly or unmanageable. It is a concept
that is gaining buy-in worldwide and is reducing redesign, construction delay and other risks everywhere
it is applied.
ASCE has developed an official standard guideline that has been adopted by many DOT’s in the
U.S. as well as like-agencies around the world. Many governments have recognized the importance of
SUE and why it is essential for anything involving underground excavation to ensure safety to immediate
and external stakeholders (both present and future) of the projects it involves. We have seen legislation
changes related to SUE in recent years and there will be many more to follow.

Due to increasing complexity of underground environments, SUE is vital to any project that will
penetrate the ground or that has the potential to disturb underground assets in anyway. Without SUE,
essential projects could lead to catastrophic damages that would interfere with an exceeding amount of
necessary resource delivery and essential infrastructure that permits daily life. SUE will be one of the
most important areas of both Surveying and Mapping and Civil Engineering in years to come and there
will be specialized certification and education to prepare professionals for the vast undertaking. The
opportunities within SUE are only just beginning, a great deal more is soon to emerge from the
developing and increasingly essential field.
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